Notice to Citizens: The City Traffic and Safety Committee is conducting the City business by way of a conference call because of the Corona Virus threat. Citizens may observe the meeting by going on-line to TownHallStreams.com. Citizens may call in their public comments by calling the meeting chair during the meeting at 410 228-5808.

The agenda includes:

1. Parking Situation on Radiance Dr. and surrounding area.
2. Speeding on Locust St and East Appleby Ave and Bayly Rd
3. Painting yellow curbing to restrict parking at some intersection where it is hard to see around cars and Trucks parked to close to the intersection
4. Intersection of Cedar and Race, reconfigure turn lane and paint curbing to help prevent parking to close to corners.
5. Traffic on Camila and Cornish Dr, per Ms. Portia. / Comm Foster.
7. Open discussion of other needs.